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ABSTRACT

We discuss the symplectic diffeomorphisms of a class of supermanifolds and the structure
of the underlying infinite dimensional superalgebras. We construct a Chern-Simons (CS) gauge
theory in 2+1 dimensions for these algebras. There exists a finite dimensional supersymmetric
truncation which is the (2" — 1)-dimensional Hamiltonian superalgebra H(n). With a central
charge added, it is a superalgebra, C( ri), associated with a Clifford algebra. We find an embedding
of d=3, N=2 anti-de Sitter superalgebra OSp{2 (2) ©OSp( 212) in C(4), and construct a CS action
for its infinite dimensional extension. We also discuss the construction of a CS action for the infinite
dimensional extension of the d=3, N=2 superconformal algebra OSp( 2,4).
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1. Introduction. In this letter, we construct Chern-Simons (CS) theories in 2+1 dimensions for in-
finite dimensional superalgebras corresponding to the symplectic super-diffeomorphisms of certain
supermanifolds. Symplectic diffeomorphisms, which we will denote by Diffa (see next section),
are a special class diffeomorphisms [1][2][31 which undoubtedly arise in several areas in physics
[3]. We are motivated to study them due to their relevance to the theory of relativistic membranes
[4][5][6], higher-spin field theories [7] and possibly string theories. More specifically, our motiva-
tions can be summarized as follows:

(a) In the case of two dimensional manifolds Diffn(JA2) coincides with area-preserving diffeo-
morphisms, SDiff(M2). Sometime ago, Hoppe [4] showed that SDiff of a 2-sphere, SDiff ( S*),
arises as the residual symmetry of a relativistic membrane action in a light-cone gauge. In fact
the gauge-fixed membrane theory can be viewed as a one dimensional (time) gauge theory of
SDiff(,S2) [5][6]. It was also shown by Hoppe [4] that SDiff(S2) is isomorphic to SU(oo).
This has an important application in regularization of membrane theories [4] [5]. Is it possible to
view a suitable gauge theory of symplectic rajper-diffeomorphisms as a gauged fixed version of a
yet to be discovered "spinning" membrane theory?

(b) The CS action for the finite dimensional Poincare1 group in 2+1 dimensions is known to be
equivalent to the Hilbert-Einstein action [8][9]. It has been suggested by Witten [9] that this theory
is connected with a class of conformal field theories in 1+1 dimensions. What is the corresponding
phenomenon in the case of infinite dimensional extension of the Poincare group, e.g. Diffa of a
suitable manifold ?

(c) Recently, CS actions in 2+1 dimensions where the gauge group is SDiff of a 2-spheie or a
2-hyperbolotd have been constructed [7]. In the latter case, the action describes an infinite tower
of higher integer spin massless fields in anti-de Sitter space (AdS).Is it possible to decribe a super
AdS (or superconformal) field theory for an infinite tower of integer and half-integer higher spin
fields in a similar fashion?

In this letter, we do not have much to say about the questions (a) and (b), however we do
answer the question (c) affirmatively. To achieve this, we generalize the results of [7] to the case of
symplectic manifolds of arbitrary dimensions and, more importantly, to the case of supermanifolds.
We focus our attention on supermanifolds with even part SO(q,2)/SO(g) ® SO(2) for q =
1,2,3,4,8 mod 8, because in these cases we are able to construct a super-symplectic structure
(a non-degenerate closed super 2-form) and moreover, for q = 1,2,3 the group G - SO(g,2) can
be identified with the isometry group of spacetime M3. (For q > 3 it might be the isometry group
of the target space of some string theory.) We exhibit the infinite dimensional superalgebras of the
symplectic diffeomorphisms for the class of supermanifolds mentioned above, and construct CS
actions in 2+1 dimensions for them. We show that there exists a finite dimensional supersymmetric
truncation which is the (2 n - 1) -dimensional Hamiltonian superalgebra H(n) [10]. Here, nis the
number of real fermionic coordinates. A central charge can be introduced, which turns H{ n) into
a superalgebra, C{ n), associated with a Clifford algebra. We choose a particular supermanifold
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with n = 4 and find an embedding of d=3, N=2 AdS superalgebra OSp( 212) e OSp[2\2) in
C( 4). This enables us to construct a d=3 CS action for the infinite dimensional extension of the
d=3, N=2 AdS superalgebra. It describes consistent coupling of an infinite tower of gauge fields of
integer and half-integer spins coupled to d=3, N=2 AdS supergravity. We also consider a particular
supermanifold with n = 8, and the associated CS action, which we suggest as a candidate gauge
theory of an infinite dimensional extension of the d=3, N=2 superconformal group OSp( 2,4).

It should be emphasized that the symplectic (super) diffeomorphisms must be also (super)
volume preserving for the invariance of the CS actions constructed here (see below).

2. Symplectic Diffeomorphisms and Their Gauge Theories. Let us first discuss the basic aspects
of the symplectic diffeomorphisms of a symplectic manifold. An even p-dimensional manifold M p

which admits a closed 2-form fl with maximal rank, i.e. a2-form such that dd = 0 and ft*'2 j 0,
is called a symplectic manifold and the structure given by il the symplectic structure. (See, e.g.
[1][2]). The diffeomorphisms of Mp which preserve the symplectic structure il are called the
symplectic diffeomorphisms. The non-degenerate closed 2-form £1 is locally given by

= da°

d£l=0, (1)

A well-known example of such manifolds are Kahler manifolds, where il is the Kahler 2-form.
For examples of symplectic manifolds which are not Kahler, see, e.g. [11].

The symplectic diffeomorphisms on Mp, which we denote by Diffn (M p ) , are gener-

(2)
atedby

J

where X is an arbitrary function of u and

WShc = %•

The generators L\ obey the algebra

where

To see this, one uses the identity
0,

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

which follows from (3) and that i l is a closed form. The symplectic bracket (5) obeys the Jacobi
identity, thanks to (6).

Now we can ask the question under what condition Diffn is volume-preserving, ie.
which diffeomorphisms of the form

ficr" = f"

(7)

leave ^/gdPcr invariant. Noting that, £{ffo( = 2 V(aft) afd 5{ci2a = 0, we see that the condition for
Diffa to be volume-preserving is that 9O( ̂ /gf) = 0. In other words,

(8)

(9)

(10)

SDiff = • 9a(v^no 6) = 0 .

In order to formulate this condition in a useful alternative way, note that

from which it follows that

So, since Q is closed, (8) will hold if / is constant. Condition (8) is clearly satisfied in the case of
Kahler manifolds, since there i l o i is given by the complex structure, which is covariantly constant.

Expanding the parameter \(a) (whenever possible) in terms of a complete infinite set
of basis functions, one obtains an infinite dimensional algebra from the composition law (5). This
algebra can be gauged by making the parameter X local, A = \ ( x, a), in a spacetime, e.g. in a 2+1
dimensional spacetime Mi. Then one can introduce a gauge field 1^ (x, cr) defined on M3 ® MF:

One can write down an action for this field, in particular, a CS term:

= Jd\J

(11)

(12)

It is important to realize that this action is invariant under the gauge transformations (11) only if
the volume-preservation condition (8) is satisfied. Indeed,

{ r) = f d3 x J { r )

(13)
To show that 6S vanishes, one has to integrate by parts da and then use (9). Note that here the role
of the usual trace is played by f ^gdPa.

The action (12) was considered recently by Bergshoeff, Blencowe and Stelle [7] for the
case of a 2-sphere (S2) and 2-hyperboloid (H2). It should be emphasized that the physical inter-
pretation of the action (12) depends rather crucially on the nature of the gauge group. For example,



for M p = S2 it describes infinitely many spin-1 gauge fields, while for M p = if2 it describes
infinitely many higher spin gauge fields including the gravitational field.

3. Symplectic DifTeomorphisms of Supermanifolds and Their Gauge Theories. We now gener-
alize the concepts discussed above to the case of a supermanifold. Consider a supennanifold Mp>tl

with even coordinates crfl( a = 1,..., p) and odd coordinates 6a( ct = 1,..., n), collectively denoted
by zA = (cr", 6"). Assume that the manifold admits an even 'closed non-degenerate super 2-form
Ci defined by

n = dzA A dzaaBA

<f£2=0, det{£lab)jtQ, (14)

It is useful to note that an analogue of the Darboux theorem holds [12]. Namely, it is possible to
choose a local coordinate system on MPl° such that il = JP da°-<ksi*a + £ ea(<£0)2, £„ = ±.

We define super Diffa on MPi" to be generated by

LA =nABdB\(z)dA,

where A (?) is an arbitrary superfunction and

The generators LA obey the algebra

where

(15)

(16)

(17)

(IS)

In deriving (18), as well as checking the Jacobi identity for the bracket { , ) one makes use of the
identity

aAOdDnBC + ( - i o. (19)

(a, b, c are gradings). The condition that the super diffeomorphisms (15) leave the supervolume
Sdet( gAB) d?crd"S invariant is

'] = 0 (20)

(note the grading factor).The expansion of A (a, 6) will now give rise to an infinite dimensional
superalgebra. In complete analogy with the bosonic case, one can gauge this superalgebra in M3

It is interesting to note that if p=n, then there also exists [12] an odd closed non-degenerate 2-form
Q. for any p (i.e. odd or even) and one can choose a local coordinate system on Mp 'p such that
J3 do'dB*. We (hank A.S. Schwarz for pointing out this fact to us.

by making A local, A = A(i,ff,0). The gauge superfield ^ ( r . a . f l ) defined on M3 ® MPl"

transforms as follows:
«"„ = 9^A + ( r , ,A) . (21)

We propose the following CS action for the infinite dimensional superalgebra (18):

s°s (22)

Once again, the supervolume-preservation condition (20) is needed to show the invariance of our
action.

We would like to emphasize that in (22) supersymmetry is a gauge symmetry, and apriori
it is not related to supersymmetry of spacetime M3. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, for certain
MPl™ one can identify a finite dimensional subalgebra of the gauge superalgebra with the spacetime
symmetry (e.g., SO( 2,1), 5 0 (2 ,2) or SO (3,2)). In that case the action (22) becomes spacetime
super-symmetric and describes infinitely many interacting higher-spin massless fields. An alterna-
tive action based on an infinite dimensional Fradkin-Vasiliev [13] higher-spin AdS superalgebra
in 2+1 dimensions has been proposed by Blencowe [14], His result has been recently extended to
the case of infinite dimensional superconformal algebra in 2+1 dimensions by Pope andTownsend
[15].

In the rest of the paper we shall focus our attention on a specific class of theories. As we
shall see later, they contain super AdS (and superconformal) theories in 2+1 dimensions as special
cases. We take the even part M p of the supermanifold Mp '" to be a Kahler coset manifold G/H
with metric gai(a) and Kahler 2-form / a t (a) . We furthermore require that G admits a constant
invariant tensor £la^, which is symmetric and non-degenerate. We then take the super 2-form (14)
to be

fl = da" A da'/*,, + d9a A dSPO/fr. (23)

(24)

(25)

Evidently, i l is closed. In order to satisfy (20), we require that

SdetgAB = constant x

An example of special interest is when the Kahler manifold G/H is

, 2) q= 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 8 mod 8.
SO(q) x SO(2) '

For q = 1,2,3 the group G = S0(q,2) can be identified with the isometry group of spacetime

A/3. For q > 3 it can be the isometry group of some higher-dimensional AdS spacetime.

In the above example (25) we can choose the matrix Qa/j in (23) in the following way.
We take our odd variables to be 6*(, where ct is a spinor index of SO(q, 2), and i = 1,2 is a
spinor index of SU( 2) or SL (2, R). We then take

(26)



Slap is symmetric, since Cjp is antisymmetric for the values of q in (25) and ey = —£ji. The
choices made above amount to dealing with N = 2 extended superspace (N > 1 is also possible).
For some other examples of symplectic supermanifolds, see [16] where the super analogues of the
complex projective spaces and the Stiefel manifolds arc discussed.

4. Finite-Dimensional Supersymmetric Truncation. So far we have discussed infinite dimen-
sional Diffa algebras. In order to make contact with familiar CS theories based on finite di-
mensional spacetime algebras, one must examine the finite dimensional truncation of Diffa- Of
particular interest are the finite dimensional supersymmetric truncations of super Diffa • It is very
easy to find such a truncation for the example (23-26). Indeed, the following condition

,0) = 0 (27)

is compatible with the composition law (18). In other words, the generators

= f

form a closed superalgebra. In order to exibit the structure of this algebra, we expand the parameter
A (6) as follows:

A — A + \"^ i A #ai . • Gak (29)

where \ai...ak are totally antisymmetric constant coefficients. Substituting (29) into (28), we find
the generators corresponding to those parameters:

^ , . . . j , = _ 5 [ « . . . « 1 . 1 Q « . ] | ) g J ) | J t = l , . . , n . ( 3 0 )

They obey the following superalgebra:
fli^ot •<»»*•••* + p e r m s ] if 0 < f c + i ~ 2 < n

0 if k + I - 2 > n.
(31)

This is the so called Hamiltonian superalgebra H(n), and it has ( 2 n - 1) generators [10].*Note
that in (31) {La,L0} = 0 . Moreover.the parameter Ao (29) drops out in (28), and therefore there is
no corresponding generator (30). Nevertheless, Ao occurs in the left-hand side of the composition
law

A3 = £ l a % A i d a A 2 . (32)

So, we can add a "central charge" generator La to the set of generators (30) and modify the super-

algebra (31) as follows:

[L , i,™1"™*] = 0

* * - * + perms) if 0 < f c + i - 2 < n
if k+l-2>n.

(33)

Without the generator L°> •••"•, the algebra is called the Hamiltonian superalgebra H (n), which is
also called Cartan Lie superalgebra [10] for n > 5.

Evidently, the algebra of SO{ q,2) is contained in (33) and is generated, e.g., by L"1"2. Note that
due to the second relation in (33) one can view the algebra (33) as a superalgebra C(n) associated
with the Clifford algebra. For a discussion of the supearalgebras associated with Clifford algebras,
see [17].

It is worth mentioning that if we replace the coset space (25) with an m-dimensional
Euclidean plane, then the corresponding 2-form (23) would be left invariant under the inline di-
mensional Hamiltonian algebra Hi, m, n) [10]. In that case, the quadratic terms in a and 6 in the
expansion of the corresponding parameter A would evidently generate the finite dimensional su-
peralgebra OSp( m, n) [10].

5. N=2 AdS and Conformal Supergravities in 2+1 Dimensions. We shall now examine the
embedding of the N = 2 AdS superalgebra O5p(2|2) © O5p(212) and of the N = 2 conformal
superalgebra OSp( 2 \4) in the algebra (33). We shall then derive the action for N = 2 AdS
supergravity as a finite dimensional truncation of the CS action (22).

In the case of N = 2 AdS supersymmetry 0°" is a Majorana spinor, a = 1,2, i = 1,2
are spinor indices of SO( 2,1) and SL (2 , R), respectively, and the 2-form (26) is simply taptij.
It is convenient to introduce the following notation

Z, Q", ta/3TiJ), Sai,U, (34)

for the generators, L°,
reads

Lai,...,Lait''->a>u in (33), respectively. In this notation the algebra (33)

lU,Qai]=Sai, (35)

together with the standard SO(2,1) and SL( 2, R) relations (all the other commutators vanish).
Here Mc0 and rj;- are the generators of SO( 2,1) and SL( 2 , R), respectively.

In order to embed OSp( 212) in (35) we must break the SL{2, R) in variance down to
SO( 2) • To this end we define

i ^ i i i j (36)

Furthermore, we set Z = 0, T'> = &i!T and drop U, This leads to the desired algebra

(37)

Next we want to truncate the gauge superfield f^( x, 6) corresponding to the algebra (35) to a gauge
field for the algebra (37). To do this we must truncate the parameters in the expansion of A (x, 8)

g



in such a way that (32) will be consistent with the parameter composition law corresponding to
(37). Thus we arrive at

(38)

Here ̂ ( s ) , Sl^pix) and V̂ mC a) are the gauge fields for i?O( 2), SO( 2,1) and supersyrnmetry.
Inserting this into the CS action (22) and doing the 0-integral one obtains the following action:

Sa = j Jd3

The Cl -terms in (39) arc very much reminiscent of the action for 3-dimensional gravity [8][9].
Indeed, as explained in t8][9], one can take a second copy of the set of fields, A', £1\ V'< an^ write
down a new action:

gAdS _ ,5CS( J4( jj ;^,) _ scs(A',Cl',ij)'). (40)

After the introduction of the new variables

Qjjf = m(.w"P + eff), £ljf& = m(w^f — eff), (41)

one can see that (40) is just the action for N=2 AdS supergravity in 3 dimensions based upon the
supergroup OSp(2|2)®OSp(2|2).

Let us now turn to the case of N=2 conformal supersymmetry OSp(214). The bosonic
subgroup is SO( 3,2)® SO( 2). Correspondingly, 8"' is a Majorana spinor, <v= 1,..., 4, t = 1,2
are spinor indices of SO{ 3,2) and 51(2 , R), respectively. (The latter should be broken down to
£0(2) , as before.) The 2-form (26) is Gaptij, where C is the antisymmetric charge conjugation
matrix of 5 0 ( 3 , 2). The generators of SO( 3,2) ® SO( 2) can be identified with L™"'1'"1*1 or with

La,.,,..,<*6is (see(33)). infact, in order to obtain a CS action for 5 0 (3,2) ®5O(2) from (22),
one must make both identifications simultaneously. Indeed, the corresponding part of the gauge
superfield rM ( i , 8) will then be

+ • • • , ( 4 2 )

where ^ ( x ) and A^(x) are the gauge fields of 5O(3,2) and SO(2)), respectively. The dtO-
integral in (22) will give the desired result. The identification of the remaining generators of
OSp( 214) is more elaborate and we shall not do it here.

6. Structure of the Infinite-Dimensional Superalgebra Diffai N = 2,H2) . In order to reveal
the infinite dimensional algebraic structure of the superalgebra Diffa (iV = 2 , F 2 ) , one needs an
expansion on the 2-hyperboloid H1, such that the Lorentz transformation properties of the gener-
ators will be manifest. This can be done by using a harmonic parametrization of H2 [18] defined
as follows. Consider a set of variables u±a parametrizing the group SL(2,R)~SO(2,1):

(43)

The index a of u± a is an SL(2,R) one, and the index + or - refers to a charge of the S0(2) subgroup
of SL(2,R). The coset SL(2,R) jS0(2) will be realized on functions of u± a (i.e. functions on
SL(2,R)) having a definite S0(2) charge:

(44)

In other words, those functions are given by the harmonic expansion (for q > 0):

II-Q

(45)

and similarly for q < 0. Note that the coefficients in (45) are irreducible spin-tensors of SL(2,R).

The two derivatives d/da" on the coset are now represented by the operators:

Integration on H2 is defined as follows:

/ du 1 = 1, / duU("B1...u^ujj, •••<% = 0 for r + s > 0

(46)

(47)

This formal definition of the integral has all the desired properties, in particular, it allows integration
by parts [18].

Now the composition law (18) can be rewritten in the following form:

A3 = ET-AiD—A2 + #Ai9- 'A 2 - (1 «-> 2),

where 9ai have been replaced by the new variables

(48)

= 9 ± : f c (49)

Using the parametrization of H2 introduced above we can get an insight into the structure
of the infinite dimensional superalgebra of Diffa (N = 2, H2). We shall compute the composi-
tion law for the $° -order term in the fl-expansion of A (u, 6):

From (48) and (50) we obtain

- ( 1 « 2 ) =Xl2 +€12-

(50)

(51)
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Expanding the harmonic functions in (51) we find for Xn:

(52)

where C\r'2' are SL(2,R) Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. Similarly, forci2 one obtains

+ 1,2.1 ai...a
€12 = 2J->k

r,»,Jt

e2 A.1..-/W

(53)

Note that the composition law (52) is the one for area-preserving diffeomorphisms of H2 already

given in [7].

We conclude this section with another application of the harmonic expansion on H2 •

Namely, we shall find a finite dimensional truncation of Diffa {JV = 2, H*), different from the
one given earlier. If we take

r^iutf + ftfufah* (54)

the CS action (22) is reduced to

which is just the action for Poincare' gravity in 2+1 dimensions [8] [9]. It turns out that in this case it

is not possible to find a finite dimensional supersymmetric extension of (54). To see this one notes

that adding a term of the form ( 0 + ' u ^ + fl"'u+') e™ to the gauge parameter A corresponding to

(54) gives rise to a new term of the typefi+ 't°'^''u(au^u~1.
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